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For Immediate Release

New Hotel Mazarin featured in Travel + Leisure Magazine
NEW ORLEANS, La., – Hotel Mazarin, part of the New Orleans Hotel Collection, has been featured in the
May issue of Travel + Leisure Magazine, the travel magazine with the largest subscriber base, and one of
the 100 top subscriber magazines in the world!
The special offer that Travel and Leisure has presented for the new luxury boutique Hotel Mazarin is an
exclusive package that reflects the culinary heritage of the city of New Orleans for the magazine’s culinary
theme. The Culinary Retreat Package offers guests a two-night stay, dinner for two in the French Quarter
at Roux on Orleans restaurant, entry to the Southern Food and Beverage Museum and Museum of the
American Cocktail and multiple other complimentary inclusions such as Wi-Fi access, daily breakfast, inroom coffee and bottled water and welcome drinks at the now famous Patrick’s Bar Vin. The package is
available to book online on the Travel + Leisure website through September 30, 2012. Guests choosing
this or other packages are offered an exclusive discount off airport transportation with choice of
limousine, taxi or shuttle at www.myairporttrip.com/nohc.
To access the package information and make a booking, visit Travel + Leisure’s website at
http://www.travelandleisure.com/vacation-deals/new-orleans-45-off-gourmet-getaway
About Hotel Mazarin
Located in the heart of the French Quarter, the newly designed 102-room Hotel Mazarin creates an
inviting and personable stay delivered in historical elegance with modern hotel conveniences. The hotel
takes its name from the famous European diplomat and Catholic Pontiff, Cardinal Jules Mazarin, a 17th
century Italian-born statesman, gambler, aide- de -camp to French royalty, Machiavellian scholar, chief
financial minister to Queen Anne, and a longtime Regent of France on behalf of Louis XIV. A Renaissance
man and collector of fine wines and wealth, he designed the Mazarin Diamond, collected jewels, and was
an avid reader and a man of acclaimed wit. His reputation, once sullied, became golden again and his
spirit lives on in the new Hotel Mazarin. Located one-half block from Bourbon and Royal Streets, the

hotel is ideally situated to the entertainment, dining, shopping and cultural offerings of America’s favorite
city. The hotel is also home to Patrick’s Bar Vin, a new and decidedly upscale French Quarter wine bar.
Hotel Mazarin is owned by 730 Bienville, LLC whose principals, Joseph A. Jaeger, Jr. and Wayne Ducote
are committed to the further strengthening of the New Orleans hospitality industry. For more
information, visit www.hotelmazarin.com.
About the New Orleans Hotel Collection
The New Orleans Hotel Collection is a group of seven splendidly original hotels in the New Orleans
metropolitan region owned by local investors. Comprised of the Bourbon Orleans, Dauphine Orleans,
Hotel Le Marais, Wyndham Riverfront, Audubon Cottages, Crowne Plaza New Orleans Airport and the
new Hotel Mazarin, these boutique and small upscale meeting hotels are in prime locations throughout
the city. For more information, visit www.neworleanshotelcollection.com.
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